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Read Genesis 9:20-29 
 

Why is this paragraph placed within this narrative?  In the midst of the seed’s triumph, there 
continues to be tragedy.  Is this a commentary on life and its fragile nature?  Is this speaking to 
the serpent’s assault against the woman’s seed?  Let us consider the text. 
 
As noted in our previous reading, the communication of 8:21 through 9:7 forms the content of 
the covenant God makes with Noah, his family and every living creature (9:8-10).  There is 
great stress placed on the sign of the covenant proving that God remembers.  This is true of the 
Sabbath, male circumcision and the Lord’s Table.  The language of the sign is not for His 
people to remember, but for God to remember.  The covenant is one-sided.  Humanity will fail 
most assuredly, and his failure is immediate (9:18-29).  Yet despite his failure to keep covenant, 
God will see the sign and no longer destroy all flesh because of the promise HE MADE. 
 
Like many aspects of the flood narrative, this event causes many interpreters toward grand 
speculation.  Some consider Ham’s sin to be one of moral indiscretion and impropriety with 
his father’s nakedness, thus condemning homosexuality.  Others use it to speak against the ill 
usage of intoxicating beverage.  Others use this event to justify the enslaving of African-
Americans.  Others explain it in a more culturally relevant understanding (I would concur 
with this idea). 
 
His sin was more likely that he boasted to his brothers about seeing their father naked ― thus 

dishonoring Noah greatly. Shocked and alarmed, Japheth and Shem took a robe and walked 
backwards into the tent, covering their father, but not allowing themselves to see him naked.  
Upon waking, Noah is made aware of Ham's behavior, and he evidently makes it an occasion 

for a family conference. As the family Patriarch, Noah makes cryptic prophetic remarks 
about his sons and their futures as he sees it unfolding. http://ldolphin.org/canaan.html 

 
It is difficult to know all that transpired to warrant the cursing of Ham’s line, but there are 
certain features that appear prominent.    Noah was drunk, thus compromising his role of 
headship within the larger patriarchal structure.  Secondly, his son Ham undermined his 
father’s headship by maligning his father’s drunken nakedness.  Third, Noah’s other sons 
honor their father by protecting his headship even while he personally degrades it. 
 
But there is a larger more immediate meaning to the story.  Within the larger Story, the flood 
cannot remove the sin beating within the breast of every human being.  The flood cannot cover 
or atone for sin.  It is only through “the shedding of blood can there be the forgiveness of sin 
“(Lev. 17:11).  Although the judgment against humanity and the devastation visited them was 
pronounced, it could not stop them from repeating the cycle of sin/judgment.  Only God can 
stop the cycle, and thus only God can make a covenant whereby He holds Himself accountable 
to never completely destroy humanity again by means of water.   
 



 

Waukesha Bible Church is a family of families seeking to live in the Storyline of the Bible.  She is determined by design to have a God-

centered, Christ-exalting worship; a Word-centered teaching focused on personal discipleship through intentional and systematic 

instruction; a Global-impacting mission that resolves to be a church planting church; and a Grace-based fellowship where disciples are 

invited to live under a reigning grace characterized by a Gospel-driven sanctification that celebrates a divine monergism to the Christian 

life. 

 

The covenant God cut with the woman’s seed is an unconditional, unilateral agreement.  The 
fulfillment of the covenant rests solely on who God is and what He does.  The truth of this idea 
is immediately cemented into the mind of the reader by a direct inclusion of Noah’s failure in 
honoring his role as functional head and his son’s dismissal and damaging of this headship.  
As interesting and misguided as are the speculative conjectures of many, this passage must be 
read in light of The Story.  Humanity is incurably wicked.  There is nothing they can do to stop 
themselves from persistently and passionately pursuing evil.  Their hearts are turned against 
God.  They do not obey all He says and in light of this transgression, God must intervene or all 
shall be lost.  This is the bottom line.  True, Noah’s headship is compromised; and it is true 
such headship, even when compromised, is to be respected.  However, this is not the primary 
meaning of the story. 
 
The Story speaks to creation, rebellion, redemption and re-creation.  It is a story saturated by 
the grace of God for the glory of God.  It is a story whose author meticulously cares for the 
details.  Every “actor” wills to read the script or they will choose to work from conjecture and 
live with a “devil may care” mindset, thus flinging his desire and design in the face of the 
Story’s director. But let us know this, “God will always keep His Word.”  He will never 
compromise His headship over the creation.  Regardless as to what His creation might do in 
rebellion or respect, The Story will run its course, and only God alone will receive all the 
praise, and thus glory from that which only He creates and controls.  O what an incredible and 
most humbling story.  O how we must bow before Him in awed silence and worship.  O how 
our hearts must swell within at the beauty and majesty of Him who does what He wills with 
what is His and when He does it, it is always right.  Praise to His name! 
 
 
 
  

 


